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ABSTRACT We describe a low-power continuous-wave laser
system for water-vapour sensing applications in the 935-nm
region. The system is based on extended-cavity diode lasers
and distributed-feedback lasers and delivers four single-mode
frequency-stabilised optical signals. Three lasers are locked
to three water-vapour absorption lines of different strengths,
whereas the fourth lies outside any absorption line. On-line sta-
bilisation is performed by wavelength-modulation spectroscopy
using compact water-vapour reference cells. An offset-locking
technique implemented around an electrical filter is applied for
the stabilisation of the off-line slave laser to an on-line mas-
ter laser at a frequency detuning of 18.8 GHz. Stabilities in the
order of 15 MHz over one day were observed for the strongest
lines, at the detection limit of the measurement instrumentation.
The developed techniques and schemes can be applied to other
wavelength ranges and molecular species. Differential absorp-
tion lidar instrumentation can in particular benefit from such
a system when the stabilised lasers serve as injection seeders to
pulsed power oscillators.

1 Introduction

Water vapour is a key component in the atmo-
sphere. As part of the global water cycle it strongly influences
the surface/atmosphere interaction processes. Its phase tran-
sitions determine the transport and redistribution of energy
around the globe, affecting the weather. It plays a part in many
atmospheric chemistry processes and, as a major greenhouse
gas, plays a central role in the climate. Improved water-vapour
measurements are needed in numerous disciplines and scien-
tific issues [1]. For meteorology, weather forecasting, clima-
tology as well as atmospheric process studies, it is important
to accurately monitor both the temporally and spatially vari-
able water-vapour concentration, not only through point or
integrated column measurements, but also with a high spatial
and temporal resolution.

The water-vapour differential absorption lidar (DIAL)
technique provides an independent and direct manner to re-
trieve the atmospheric humidity profile in a continuous way,
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with a high temporal and spatial resolution [2–4]. It is based

on the comparison of the lidar signals at two wavelengths,
one coinciding with a water-vapour absorption line of ade-
quate strength and the second sufficiently far away from any
line not to undergo substantial absorption. The quality of the
data obtained from ground-based [5, 6] and airborne [7–10]
instruments in terms of vertical resolution, precision and
accuracy indicates the feasibility of a space-borne instru-
ment [11], from which major advances in humidity profiling
with global coverage are expected [12]. While ground-based
water-vapour DIALs operate at two wavelengths only (one
on-line and the other off-line), space-borne instruments may
operate at a set of different on-line wavelengths corresponding
to absorption lines of different strengths, thus providing dif-
ferent penetration depths in the atmosphere. Strongly absorb-
ing water-vapour lines are used for higher altitudes, whereas
weakly absorbing lines serve for lower altitudes, which show
high water-vapour concentrations. The simultaneous use of
four different wavelengths (three on-line and one off-line) en-
ables measurement of H2O profiles across the entire altitude
ranging from the lower stratosphere to the boundary layer. The
specific wavelengths must be selected depending on the at-
mospheric process under study, the desired altitude resolution
and coverage and the required measurement precision [13].

For reliable water-vapour DIAL measurements, high
spectral purity as well as short- and long-term stabilities (and
accuracies) of the lidar operating wavelengths are of cru-
cial importance [4]. At the same time, the transmitter output
power must be high enough to ensure a sufficiently large
signal-to-noise ratio of the atmospheric measurements. An ef-
ficient way to achieve these requirements is to make use of
the injection-seeding technique; a single-mode, narrow-line-
width, low-power, continuous-wave (cw) laser that fulfils the
necessary stability conditions seeds a power oscillator, im-
printing its spectral properties. Seeding a Ti:sapphire laser
in the 820-nm region [14, 15] and an optical parametric os-
cillator operating around 935 nm [16] are examples of such
a technique implemented in water-vapour DIAL instruments.

In this paper, we report the development and evaluation
of a demonstrator for a laser system frequency stabilised
to the water-vapour absorption spectrum, which could serve
as a master laser to a power oscillator for a possible four-
wavelength water-vapour space-borne DIAL instrument. Our
system simultaneously delivers four reference wavelengths,
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three on-line coinciding with H2O absorption lines of dif-
ferent strengths and the fourth being locked off-line. To our
knowledge, the implemented off-line laser locking scheme al-
lows frequency stabilisation to a precise wavelength at a level
not previously reached in a DIAL system.

2 Overview of the system

The 935-nm wavelength region offers water-vapour
absorption lines with appropriate strengths for high-quality
DIAL measurements in the troposphere and the lower strato-
sphere [8]. The most intense lines in this wavelength range
are one order of magnitude stronger than those in the 730- or
820-nm absorption bands that are usually used in tropospheric
water DIAL systems. A critical constraint in the selection of
suitable water absorption lines is that the lower-state energy
of the molecular transitions must be low enough to minimise
the temperature dependence of the absorption over the target
altitude range (see [4] and [13] and included references for
a detailed discussion about the line-selection criteria). Fig-
ure 1 depicts the water-vapour spectrum around 935 nm. The
centres of the lines referred to as strong (S), medium (M) and
weak (W) with respect to their relative strengths are, together
with the off-line wavelength (O), the frequency references
considered in this work. Their parameters are listed in Table 1
according to the water-vapour European Space Agency (ESA)
database [17]. For a downward-looking instrument embarked
onboard an aircraft or on a satellite, the S, M and W lines cover
approximately the lower stratosphere, free troposphere and
boundary layer, respectively.

The basic principle of the developed multi-wavelength
reference source is schematically depicted in Fig. 2. Four in-
dependent, cw diode lasers are stabilised to the corresponding
frequencies (at the centres of the S, M or W water-vapour
lines and off-line wavelength, respectively) using a separate
frequency reference and a dedicated stabilisation loop for
each laser. A part of each laser output power is split off
and constitutes the output of the system for further injec-
tion seeding. Two different types of lasers have been used
in the system in order to demonstrate their respective suit-
ability for such a multi-wavelength reference system: (i)
laboratory-developed extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs)
that involve optical feedback from a mechanically moving
diffraction grating and (ii) prototypes of distributed-feedback
(DFB) laser diodes.

The laser stabilisation loops serve to reduce or even re-
move the laser frequency fluctuations due to environmental
(temperature) or pumping (laser current variation) perturba-
tions. For stabilisation of the on-line wavelengths (S, M and

Line ν [cm−1] λair [nm] S [cm−1/(mol cm−2)] E′′ [cm−1] g [cm−1] gs [cm−1] n

Strong 10 687.363 935.4283 6.83×10−22 136.759 0.0945 0.4855 0.68
Medium 10 688.7726 935.3049 5.78×10−23 488.114 0.0736 0.3783 0.68
Weak 10 684.8292 935.6501 3.58×10−24 382.521 0.1009 0.5184 0.68
Off-line 10 685.4016 935.600 – – – – –

TABLE 1 Parameters of the individual lines used for the stabilisation of the four lasers. ν is the transition wavenumber, λair the wavelength in air (calculated
with the air refraction index n = 1.0002739), S the line strength, E′′ the lower-state energy, g and gs the air- and self-broadening coefficients (HWHM) and n
the temperature-dependence coefficient

FIGURE 1 Water-vapour absorption spectrum in the 935-nm region cal-
culated at ambient temperature (296 K) for 13-mbar of pure water vapour
(straight line) and for 13-mbar of H2O at 1000-mbar total pressure environ-
ment (dashed line). In addition to the S, M, W and O lines, T1 and T2 are
lines used for tests
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FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of the multi-wavelength reference system.
L: laser, FRU: frequency reference unit, E: electronics module for laser con-
trol and feedback loop for frequency locking

W), direct locking of the lasers to water-vapour absorption
lines serving as frequency references is implemented. In con-
trast, an offset-locking scheme is used to stabilise the off-line
laser to a well-defined frequency detuning relative to a refer-
ence absorption line. In our system the offset-locking scheme
creates an artificial reference line at the desired off-line wave-
length. Thus, the electronics for direct locking can be used for
all four lasers, which greatly simplifies the overall design.

The system package (without the electronics modules)
is shown in Fig. 3. It is mounted on an optical breadboard
of dimensions 750 ×530 ×150 mm3. The system is realised
in free-space optics since several components such as laser
diodes and suitable reference cells were not available in
a fibre-pigtailed version (apart from being more compact, an
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FIGURE 3 Photograph of the realised multi-wavelength reference system.
Left-hand side: the four laser units (L1 to L4). Right-hand side: the four
frequency reference units (FRU1 to FRU4 for lines S, M, W and O, respec-
tively, from top to bottom). Middle part: transfer optics (optical isolators and
beam splitters) and an additional fifth laser (AL) for test and characterisation
purposes

optical fibre configuration would be less prone to optical mis-
alignment). Each of the four lasers is protected against optical
feedback by an optical isolator. An additional laser that can
replace any other laser (by insertion of a mirror at a proper
location) was introduced into the system for tests and system
characterisation. Laboratory laser electronics completes the
system and a computer-controlled monitoring system records
the system operation parameters during long-term evaluation.

3 Laser sources

The ECDLs and DFB lasers implemented in the
system were subject to in-depth characterisation. Each laser
type offers some advantages but also has some drawbacks
compared to the other for implementation in the reference
system. The ECDLs, designed from a stabilised laser head
that was previously developed for Rb atomic clocks [18],
can be tuned over more than 35 nm with a mode-hop-free
tuning range of 10 GHz. On the other hand, the DFB lasers
are intrinsically single mode with a large mode-hop-free tun-
ing range of several nanometres, but the tuning range around
their operation central wavelength is small in comparison
to that of an ECDL. As they contain no moving part, they
are more compact and stable than the ECDLs; they are well
suited for airborne or space-borne applications. Presently,
such DFB lasers can deliver up to 10 mW of optical power,

Parameter Requirement ECDL DFB

Wavelength [nm] 935.4 935.4 935.4
Threshold current [mA] – 30 9
Current (operational) [mA] – 100 30–35
Optical power [mW] 20–30 30–40 10
Laser diode temperature (operational) [◦C] – 20 27–30
Slope efficiency [mW/mA] – −0.4 0.5
Tuning efficiency (ECDL: PZT; DFB: current) – −400 MHz/V −2.6 GHz/mA
intensity modulation-frequency modulation (IM-FM)

phase shift (DFB only at 50 kHz) [deg] – – ∼ −20
Line width (1 ms) [MHz] < 10 0.3 2.7
Free-running frequency stability (14 s) [MHz] < 50 0.3 1
Free-running frequency drift (24 h) [MHz] < 500 200 100
Relative optical power stability (14 s) [%] – < 4×10−3 < 2×10−3

Relative optical power stability (3 h) [%] – 0.12 0.04

TABLE 2 Overview of the laser perfor-
mances. Requirements refer to values retained as
objectives for space applications (airborne and
ground-based applications are less demanding).
Similar performances were obtained between dif-
ferent lasers of the same type. Stabilities and
drifts are expressed in term of the Allan deviation

FIGURE 4 Frequency stability of the free-running lasers in terms of the
Allan deviation. The bump features observed between 4 and 100 s stemmed
from interference fringes in the optical setup

which is likely not sufficient for frequency stabilisation and
injection seeding purposes. Instead, the output power of the
ECDLs is about three times higher. The compact (85 ×82 ×
45 mm3) ECDLs demonstrated narrower line width than the
DFB lasers, 300 kHz and 2.7 MHz, respectively, as deter-
mined by heterodyne detection. Yet, neither of these values
should be a limiting factor for injection seeding of a power
oscillator. The passive stability represents another important
laser parameter. High passive stability relaxes the requirement
on the stabilisation loop. Using frequency discriminators, we
measured that all free-running lasers were stable to better than
5 MHz over a time interval of 1000 s (see Fig. 4), once they
were placed in a protective box, where the temperature fluc-
tuated by less than 0.1 ◦C over the same time interval. The
main laser characteristics are listed in Table 2 together with
the requirements for their deployment in a space-borne DIAL.

The frequency of our ECDLs can be modulated in two dif-
ferent ways for the generation of the error signal for laser sta-
bilisation: through injection current modulation and through
a modulation of the piezo-electrical transducer (PZT) control-
ling the length of the external cavity. Only current modulation
can be applied to DFB lasers. Current modulation has the
advantage of high bandwidth (up to GHz), but has the draw-
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back of inducing a modulation of the laser output power. On
the other hand, the laser output power may be kept almost
constant when the modulation signal is applied to the PZT
element in an ECDL. In this case, the modulation frequency is
typically limited to a few kHz.

4 Stabilisation schemes

4.1 On-line locking

Laser stabilisation to water-vapour lines has
been achieved by wavelength-modulation spectrosco-
py (WMS) [19], a technique in which the wavelength of a laser
is dithered around the considered absorption line and which
generates derivative-like signals at the successive harmonics
of the modulation frequency. For pure laser wavelength mod-
ulation (WM), the odd derivatives cross zero at the centre of
the absorption line and vary linearly around this point, so that
they can act as an error signal in a servo loop. The application
of WMS to the stabilisation of a laser source on water-vapour
lines in the near infrared has been demonstrated [20–23], but
generally only for a single stabilised laser. The same basic
principle was applied in this work for the stabilisation of the
three water lines, but its practical implementation differed
slightly due to the different strengths of the absorption lines
and to the influence of the residual intensity modulation (IM)
of the laser.

WM is often accompanied by an undesired residual IM,
in particular for laser modulation through the injection cur-
rent; this effect can also occur to a lesser extent when tun-
ing the wavelength of an ECDL with its grating, due to pos-
sible grating-angle-dependent reflectivity. The critical conse-
quence, especially for small absorbance, is the appearance of
a background offset in the first harmonic (1 f ) signal and a re-
sulting shift of its zero-crossing point from the line centre,
which leads to laser locking to an inaccurate frequency. De-
modulation at the third harmonic (3 f ) is a possible solution to
this problem, but at the cost of much smaller 3 f signal ampli-
tude than at the first harmonic, especially for small modulation
depths (the nth harmonic signal scales with the nth power of
the modulation depth). This approach was not possible in our
case due to the weakness of the signals obtained with low mod-
ulation depths. In order to insure that the laser locking point
coincides with the centre of the absorption line, we preferred
a different approach that relies on the adjustment of the refer-
ence phase of the lock-in demodulation in such a way that the
IM offset background in the 1 f signal is cancelled [24]. Yet,
the amplitude of this offset-free signal is reduced in compar-
ison to the signal of maximum amplitude. For the weak line,
error-signal modelling demonstrated that the additional im-
plementation of balanced detection [25] strongly reduces the

H2O line Cell length Optical path length H2O partial pressure Total pressure Cell transmission Cell H2O line absorption

S 15 cm 75 cm 22 mbar 22 mbar 57% 37.5%
M 18 cm 126 cm 22 mbar 22 mbar 46% 7.5%
W 10 cm 400 cm 22 mbar 30 mbar 35% 1.3%

TABLE 3 Characteristics of the water-vapour reference cells implemented in the experimental setup (lines S, M and W). The sixth column represents the
overall transmission in each reference cell arrangement (including mirror losses) outside any water-vapour absorption line, whereas the last column represents
the contribution of the water-vapour absorption in the centre of each line

influence of the residual laser IM on the locking point. Imple-
mentation of the balanced detection should ideally remove the
offset in the 1 f signal for any detection phase. Experimentally,
a small background offset remains. It likely originates from
a small phase shift between the signals of the two detectors and
can be cancelled by proper adjustment of the lock-in phase.

WM of the seeder may be considered as inapplicable in
view of injection seeding operation. Yet, the important param-
eter is not the frequency-modulation amplitude of the seeder,
but the frequency range covered during the pulse build-up
time of the power oscillator. Assuming a conservative (fairly
large) build-up time of 10 µs and a laser frequency sinu-
soidally modulated at 1 kHz with a peak-to-peak amplitude
of 60 MHz, the frequency excursion range is at maximum
300 kHz. This value represents a tiny portion of the free spec-
tral range of a power oscillator, which is typically in the
order of a few hundreds of MHz. Obviously, injection seed-
ing will occur only if the slave laser cavity is in resonance
with the seed laser frequency during the build-up time. This
condition can be realised with appropriate synchronisation
circuitry. High passive stability of the master and slave lasers
increases the probability of achieving long-term and stable in-
jection seeding. The stability of the seed laser will increase
if a higher modulation amplitude can be used. Injection seed-
ing a power oscillator with a seeder frequency stabilised onto
a molecular absorption line applying the WMS technique was
already demonstrated [26]. The final choice of the frequency
modulation will depend on the pulse power oscillator speci-
fications. Whether the laser will be of high- or low-gain type
will strongly influence the pulse build-up time and therefore
the injection seeding operation timing. The pulse emission
mode of the laser, either single or double, and the pulse rep-
etition rate will also impact on the overall timing. In order
to secure further injection seeding, we considered a 60-MHz
peak-to-peak frequency-modulation amplitude as the upper
acceptable value.

For each of the on-line lasers, a separate absorption cell
is used as a frequency reference unit. In order to enable
a more precise stabilisation of the lasers, each cell is filled
with water vapour under reduced pressure such as to de-
crease the pressure-broadened line width to the Doppler limit
(∼ 1.2 GHz FWHM) and to increase the peak absorption
(see Fig. 1). Optimal cell (water-vapour) pressure lies in the
10–23 mbar range, considering that the absorption coefficient
is proportional to the pressure and that the water-vapour sat-
uration pressure at 20 ◦C is 23 mbar. In order to comply with
the above-mentioned requirement of 60-MHz laser frequency
modulation amplitude, the modulation index m (defined as
the ratio of the laser frequency modulation amplitude to the
absorption line width, FWHM) was kept at a low value of
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Line Frequency stabilisation method

Strong WMS, 1 f detection and proper detection phase
Medium WMS, 1 f detection and proper detection phase
Weak WMS with balanced detection, 1 f detection and proper detection phase
Off-line Offset locking to line W at 18.8 GHz with a low-pass filter, 1 f detection

TABLE 4 Summary of the selected locking
schemes for the stabilisation of the four lasers

m = 0.05 for a 1.2-GHz-wide line. For such a small modula-
tion index, the error-signal amplitude is proportional to m and
is strongly reduced compared to the maximum signal obtained
for m ∼= 2 [24]. This signal reduction has to be compensated
by sufficiently long optical path lengths in the reference ab-
sorption cells, especially for the weak line.

The reference cells used for stabilisation to lines S and M
consist of a sealed cylindrical glass tube filled with 22 mbar of
pure water vapour and are placed in a multi-pass configuration
made of two external mirrors. The detailed characteristics of
the cells are listed in Table 3. For line W, a commercial White-
style multi-pass cell (model 2.4-PA, Infrared Analysis Inc.)
is used. This cell was filled in controlled pressure conditions
and is closed by two valves. In order to implement balanced
detection to remove the large optical offset in the 1 f signal,
the laser beam is split into two parts before the absorption
cell. The first part passes through the cell before being de-
tected, whereas the second is directly detected by a reference
photodiode. The two signals are then subtracted. Table 4 sum-
marises the type of laser and the stabilisation scheme used
for each wavelength reference. The choice of the type of laser
used for each line is partly arbitrary (except for the W line),
since the lasers may be interchanged for each line. For line W,
an ECDL is preferred since PZT modulation can be used in
order to further reduce the residual laser IM.

The implementation of three independent reference cells
in the system allows the optimisation of each unit separately
with respect to the different absorption strengths of the ref-

FIGURE 5 Direct absorption profiles (a) and error signals (b) for the strong
(S), medium (M) and weak (W) water-vapour lines obtained with their re-
spective reference absorption cells (cf. Table 3). Simulated (thick grey line)
and measured (thin black line) signals are compared. The displayed error
signals correspond to a modulation index m = 0.05 for each line

erence lines. This configuration has been preferred to the use
of a single absorption cell with either a single detector and
a frequency multiplexing of three superimposed laser beams
or with three beams spatially separated in the cell and detected
with three different photodiodes. Indeed, beam superposition
with frequency multiplexing presents some risks for the bal-
anced detection used for the weak line due to a cross-talk sen-
sitivity between the various wavelengths. Coupling all beams
into the same cell and separating them at its output is diffi-
cult and favours the occurrence of interferences between the
beams (mainly in the case of a multi-pass cell).

Absorption lines of about 1.2 GHz FWHM were meas-
ured for all water-vapour reference units. Figure 5 illustrates
the absorption signal observed for each line and the corres-
ponding absorption calculated for the same conditions using
the ESA water-vapour database [17]. The error signal ob-
tained for each H2O line in the case of a modulation index
m = 0.05 is also presented in this figure. These signals are
in good agreement with the results of simulations performed
for each reference unit using a theoretical model that we have
developed. Real experimental conditions and laser parame-
ters have been taken into consideration in the calculations.
The 1 f signals measured for the lines S and M show a good
signal-to-noise ratio that makes them fully exploitable as an
error signal for laser stabilisation. The signal-to-noise ratio is
lower for the line W, due to the weaker strength of the absorp-
tion coefficient and to the presence of an optical fringe pattern
induced by an etalon effect that distorts the signal. Even if
we worked with antireflection-coated optical elements, tilted
at non-normal incidence and with wedged surfaces in some
cases (for example the cell window), a residual etalon effect
was nevertheless present and could not be fully suppressed.
This residual etalon noise amounts to an equivalent absorption
of 6 ×10−4 (in terms of optical depth) in the best case, but was
up to one order of magnitude higher in the case of unsatisfac-
tory optical alignment. Residual etalon effects have also been
observed in some cases for the lines S and M, but at a much
lower level compared to the absorption signal. In that case,
the etalon noise was produced by multiple reflections on the
windows of the sealed glass-tube reference cells. For the line
W, the period of the fringe pattern corresponds to an optical
cavity of 20 cm, which is twice the distance between the cell
mirrors. The etalon effect results in this case from optical in-
terferences between adjacent focal spots on the mirrors of the
multi-pass cell [27], which is known to give rise to interfer-
ence fringes in multi-pass cells [28].

The frequency-dependent fringe pattern induced by the
etalon effect is not stable, but tends to slowly drift over time
due to thermal effects. This drift alters the laser locking fre-
quency, since the zero-crossing point of the error signal is
slightly shifted when a periodic pattern is superimposed on
the absorption-line derivative signal. In consequence, the laser
frequency fluctuates and the stability is degraded.
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4.2 Off-line locking

The stabilisation of the off-line laser was achieved
by locking it relatively to one of the on-line lasers stabilised
to a water-vapour absorption line, at a precise frequency dif-
ference. As phase coherence between the two lasers is not
necessary in our case, an optical frequency lock loop is suffi-
cient for the offset locking, which strongly relaxes the strin-
gent requirements on the control electronics bandwidth that
is needed in frequently used offset-locking techniques based
on an optical phase-lock loop [29, 30]. The basic principle
of an offset-locking scheme consists in controlling the fre-
quency difference between the master (on-line) and slave (off-
line) lasers, detected as the beat-note signal between the two
lasers, using a high-bandwidth photodetector. In our case, the
smallest frequency difference from the off-line wavelength
is 18.791 GHz from line W, while line S lies 51.15-GHz
away (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). As currently available com-
mercial detectors are limited to 40 GHz, the laser locked to
the line W is the best-suited reference and has thus been
selected.

Our approach to stabilise the beat frequency and thus
to realise the offset locking is based on an adaptation of
a modulation-free filter technique [31]. By adding a modula-
tion to one of the lasers, we generated an error signal that is
very similar to the signal used for on-line locking. The prin-
ciple of the implemented offset-locking scheme is sketched in
Fig. 6. A fraction of the optical power of the master laser is
split off and superimposed with the slave laser on a fast pho-
todetector (New-Focus 1437M, 25-GHz bandwidth). The beat
frequency is then converted to low frequency using a double-
balanced mixer with the desired offset frequency applied to
the mixer local oscillator port. An 18.791-GHz dielectric res-
onator oscillator (DRO) is used as a reference signal for this
frequency down-conversion. In combination with a low-pass
filter, this arrangement may be seen as creating an artificial
reference line for the beat frequency, centred at the frequency
of the reference oscillator. After amplification, the power of
the radio-frequency signal is measured using an envelope de-
tector. When the wavelength of one of the lasers is modulated,
derivatives of the filter transfer function are obtained at the
harmonics of the modulation frequency in the same way as
in WMS for a molecular absorption line. The first-harmonic
signal is used as an error signal to control the slave laser fre-
quency. The use of a narrow filter with steep slope enables
efficient stabilisation of the beat frequency at the requested
offset frequency.

To illustrate the operation of the offset-locking scheme,
the evolution of the electrical signal through the various com-

FIGURE 6 Principle of the offset-locking scheme based on the stabilisation
of the beat signal using a low-pass (LP) filter and wavelength modulation of
the slave laser

ponents, from the detected beat signal to the generation of the
error signal, is shown in Fig. 7. The beat signal measured on
the photodetector has been observed by changing the emission
frequency of the slave laser over ±6 GHz around 18.8 GHz
with respect to the master laser. The small variation of the
beat-signal amplitude at the detector output (Fig. 7a) is due to
the change of the master laser emission power, to the slightly
frequency-dependent response of the detector and to minor
misalignments of the two beams on the detector. A typical
beat-signal amplitude of 1 mV is obtained for an incident op-
tical power of around 1 mW for each laser. The filtering effect
of the low-pass filter on the down-converted beat signal at the
filter output is clearly visible (Fig. 7b). When the beat sig-
nal is continuously scanned over ±1 GHz around its central
value, the offset-locking output directly displays the filter fre-
quency response (Fig. 7c), showing the strong resemblance
with an absorption line. To be precise, the filter rather acts as
a narrow transmission feature (attenuation occurs outside the
filter spectral width, whereas it takes place inside an absorp-
tion line). However, the effects of these two types of function
on the 1 f error signal are totally equivalent. A 3-dB filter
cut-off frequency of around 230 MHz was measured, yield-
ing a corresponding microwave feature of 460-MHz FWHM,
compared to the 1.2-GHz FWHM of the water absorption
lines. This artificial absorption line presents a slightly asym-
metric shape, which results from the variation of the ampli-
tude of the beat signal induced by the current ramp applied
to the slave laser (DFB laser) in order to scan the beat sig-
nal. The narrow dip in the centre of the line is induced by
the envelope detector, which has a low-frequency cut-off at
10 MHz. This dip does not affect the 1 f signal (Fig. 7d) meas-
ured with lock-in detection for modulation indices m as low
as 0.1 (defined with respect to the filter FWHM of 460 MHz,
thus corresponding to a modulation amplitude of 45 MHz), as
its effect is smoothed by the modulation.

Because the beat-note frequency is the same for the slave
laser locked to the higher or lower absolute frequency than
the master laser, a two-fold degeneracy occurs in this scheme.

FIGURE 7 Signal evolution at different stages of the offset-locking setup
for a beat node around 18.8 GHz; (a) fast detector output; (b) low-pass-filter
output; (c) frequency response after the envelope detector at the output of the
setup for a continuous wavelength scan applied to the slave laser; (d) deriva-
tive signal (first harmonic) of the filter function obtained using lock-in
detection
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However, the two corresponding frequencies are far away
from each other – twice the oscillator reference frequency,
i.e. 37.6 GHz for our concern – so this does not really cause
a problem. A band-pass filter could also be used in the de-
veloped offset-locking technique, but an additional two-fold
degeneracy appears in such a configuration, separated by
twice the filter centre frequency. These two points can be quite
close (e.g. a few GHz apart), which can lead to an incorrect
locking point. Another advantage offered by the use of a low-
pass filter is an improved thermal stability: whereas the centre
frequency of a band-pass filter can slightly drift with tempera-
ture, it remains zero for a low-pass filter.

The modulation of the beat-note frequency that is required
in the offset-locking scheme can in principle be accomplished
by WM of either the master or the slave laser. For example, the
WM already applied to the master laser for direct locking to
the W line could also serve to generate the offset-locking error
signal. However, in order to enable an independent adjustment
of the modulation index for each error signal (direct and off-
set locking), modulation of the slave laser has been chosen. In
addition, different modulation frequencies have been chosen
to avoid risk of cross talk between the master and slave laser
modulations. Hence, the master ECDL is PZT modulated at
1 kHz, while 50-kHz injection current modulation is used for
the slave laser (DFB laser).

For the off-line laser, larger modulation indices may be
used compared to the on-line lasers for two reasons. First, as
the width of the offset-locking filter function is approximately
three times narrower than the width of the considered water-
vapour absorption lines, a three times larger modulation index
(m ≈ 0.13) may be used, keeping the laser spectrum broaden-
ing within 60 MHz (the modulation index is always referred to
the width of the spectral feature of interest). Furthermore, as
the slave laser is locked off-line on a broad (7 GHz) flat back-
ground, its stability requirements are less stringent than for
other lasers. A larger modulation depth can therefore be used
without affecting the overall performances of the DIAL, pro-
viding that the resonance criterion for injection seeding is re-
spected. A peak-to-peak modulation amplitude of 200 MHz,
corresponding to a modulation index m ≈ 0.45, seems accept-
able in this context.

A critical parameter for the performance of the offset-
locking scheme is the accuracy and the precision of the DRO.
Its absolute frequency can be slightly adjusted (±10 MHz)
and was checked with an electrical spectrum analyser. A 90-h
stability measurement showed that after an initial frequency
drift of 400 kHz during a 24-h warming-up time, the DRO
was stable within 30 kHz over the following 65 h. Even with
warm-up, these drifts are orders of magnitude smaller than the
target stability of the off-line-locked laser.

The 1 f signal is free from background offset due to IM for
any detection phase of the lock-in demodulation. Therefore,
the offset-locking scheme behaves like a molecular absorp-
tion line probed by pure WM. This property is favourable, as
the detection phase may be adjusted in order to maximise the
amplitude of the 1 f signal and not so as to cancel the offset
level.

The amplitude of the derivative signal also shows a good
linearity with the optical power generating the beat signal (the
square root of the product of the optical power from the two

lasers). Some small distortions occur in the signal when the
optical power is reduced, but they do not prevent laser locking.
The error signal could be detected with a good signal-to-noise
ratio for optical powers as low as 30 µW from each laser.

5 Stabilised laser performances

The frequency stability of the multi-wavelength
reference system was evaluated using a high-precision wave-
meter (HighFinesse WS/Ultimate, 10-MHz accuracy). To
correctly interpret the stability of the lasers, the stability of the
wavemeter itself was determined with a reference laser sta-
bilised to a Rb Doppler-free saturated absorption resonance at
780 nm. This Rb laser was stable to 2 ×10−12 (i.e. less than
1 kHz) over integration times between 1 s and 1 day [18]. The
wavemeter output was recorded with an integration time of 1 s
during 90 h. The results are reported in Fig. 8 in terms of the
Allan deviation. The wavemeter stability is about 2 MHz at
τ = 1-s integration time and around 10 MHz over 1 day.

The stabilities of the lasers locked to their respective
water-vapour absorption lines are reported in Fig. 8 as well.
The laser stabilities amount to 1–10 MHz at 1 to 10 s and less
than 10 MHz at 1000 s, while extrapolated stabilities over one
day lie between 15 MHz and 100 MHz, depending on the ab-
sorption strength of the reference line. The first laser locked to
line S was PZT modulated at 1 kHz with a modulation index of
0.03 (with respect to the ∼ 1.2 GHz width of the water-vapour
line), which broadened its spectrum to 40 MHz. The observed
frequency stability of this laser is clearly limited by the sta-
bility of the wavemeter over all averaging times, but is below
10 MHz. The slight differences between the two curves can
be explained by the different wavelengths at which the stabil-
ities were measured and by the slightly different instrument
settings (short-term influence only). Based on the system pa-
rameters and taking into account etalon interference fringes
with a maximum amplitude equivalent to an absorption as-
sessed to 6 ×10−4, we estimated a long-term stability better
than 0.5 MHz. Typical laser emitter performances for DIAL
water-vapour applications require a frequency stability bet-
ter than 210 MHz (1σ) [32] for the on-line wavelength. For
a space DIAL [33], the drift over several months cannot ex-

FIGURE 8 Stability of the lasers locked to their corresponding absorption
lines. The stability of the wavemeter used for the characterisation of the lasers
has been measured at 780 nm
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FIGURE 9 Evaluation of the offset-locking stability in terms of the Allan
deviation of the frequency difference between the master and slave lasers.
It represents a measurement of the slave laser stability (offset-locked) rela-
tively to the master laser. The master laser was locked to line T1 (line strength
equivalent to the S line) and the slave laser was offset-locked 10 GHz away
using the offset-locking scheme with a 10-GHz reference frequency from
a frequency generator

ceed 60 MHz. Therefore, we considered a value of 60 MHz as
the reference target on a 24-h basis for the lasers. The laser
locked to the S line largely fulfils this limit.

For the second laser locked to line M, the ‘bump’ observed
around 300 s is due to some instabilities arising from etalon
fringe effects in the (home-made) multi-pass reference cell.
The first laser also demonstrated a similar feature, but much
less pronounced, as the strength of the M line is lower than
the S line by approximately one order of magnitude. The time
scale of these instabilities corresponds to the switching of
the air conditioning in the laboratory. In the presence of an
etalon noise with an assessed amplitude equivalent to an ab-
sorption of 6 ×10−4, the stability of this laser was estimated
to be 2 MHz, a value slightly lower than the observations.
The plateau around 8 MHz for times between 500 s and 4000 s
likely represents the actual long-term stability for this laser,
while this behaviour is hidden by the increasing drift of the
wavemeter at longer term. This laser was modulated at 50 kHz
by current injection with a modulation index of 0.04, which
corresponds to a 50-MHz broadened laser spectrum.

When extrapolated to 24 h, the stability of the third laser
locked to line W reaches 50 MHz. It shows the largest fre-
quency drift over several hours due to the relatively larger
influence of the etalon noise on the weak absorption line sig-
nal. This drift critically depends on the collimation of the
laser beam and on the alignment of the multi-pass cell. For
interference fringes with an assessed amplitude equivalent to
an absorption of 2 ×10−3, we estimated a stability limit of
50 MHz for this laser, in the range of the observations.

For the stability measurement of the fourth laser reported
in Fig. 7, the off-line laser was offset locked to the third
laser stabilised to the W line. The achieved stability is about
100 MHz on an extrapolated daily basis, whereas a value simi-
lar to the master laser was expected. The observed difference
results from the fact that the stability measurements of these
two lasers were not realised at the same time. The difference in
the mid- and long-term behaviour can be explained by a lower
stability of the master laser during the evaluation of the offset-
locked laser, caused by a less optimised optical adjustment of
the master laser beam within the White-type multi-pass cell.

Indeed, it will be demonstrated below that the offset-locked
slave laser stability equals that of the master laser. Thus, the
reduced stability of the off-line laser observed in Fig. 7 is
a consequence of the susceptibility of the master laser to the
optical adjustment.

In order to demonstrate the correct operation of the offset-
locking setup, two close strong absorption lines separated by
9.5 GHz were considered around 935.75 nm for locked laser
frequency stability measurement. These lines are marked as
T1 and T2 in Fig. 1. The master laser (laser 3) was locked to
line T1 using the 4-m multi-pass absorption cell, while the
other line, T2, served as a frequency discriminator for the slave
laser (laser 4) offset locked 10 GHz away from laser 3 – an ad-
ditional shift of 0.5 GHz was added to set laser 4 on the slope
of the absorption line. The slave laser was current modulated
and an external frequency generator replaced the 18.791-GHz
reference oscillator (DRO). The wavelength of laser 3 was ad-
ditionally monitored by the wavemeter.

The stability of the frequency difference between the
offset-locked slave laser and the master laser is shown in
Fig. 9. It is compared to the stability of laser 1 when locked to
the S line (cf. Fig. 8). At short-term, the difference in the ob-
served stabilities can be explained by the different modulation
amplitudes applied to the lasers. Starting from an averaging
time above 1 min, the stabilities are identical, indicating that
the offset-locked laser follows the master laser. Possible in-
stabilities provoked by the offset locking are masked by the
drift of the measurement setup, which is dominated by the
wavemeter drift.

6 Conclusions and perspectives

A four-wavelength optical reference system for
water-vapour DIAL applications in the 935-nm range has
been developed. Three lasers are locked to water-vapour ab-
sorption lines while the fourth laser is locked off-line. Laser
locking is realised based on the WMS technique and first-
harmonic detection at a proper detection phase to cancel the
residual IM contribution. Low modulation indices are used
to maintain the modulation-broadened laser spectrum below
60 MHz. Two types of semiconductor laser sources were im-
plemented in the setup, home-made ECDLs and DFB lasers.

For lasers locked to water-vapour lines of strengths larger
than 5 ×10−23 cm−1/(mol cm−2) – strong and medium lines
in this work – frequency stabilities below 15 MHz were ob-
served over one day. The observations were limited by the
precision of the measurement instrument. Using a long op-
tical path length reference cell as a frequency discriminator
would allow more precise measurements of the laser stability.
For a laser locked to a weak absorption line with a strength
around 4 ×10−24 cm−1/(mol cm−2), the frequency stability
degrades to 50 MHz (over 24 h) or worse, depending on the
optical alignment and resulting optical interference fringes.
This situation is not satisfactory in view of applications re-
questing a long-term stability better than 60 MHz over many
days, like a space DIAL.

As long as a proper stabilisation scheme for injection
seeding allows it, increasing the modulation index (i.e. the
frequency-modulation amplitude) is a first possibility to en-
large the signal-to-noise ratio in the error signal and, in con-
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sequence, to improve the laser stability. A possible solution to
reduce the instabilities arising from etalon fringes is to mech-
anically modulate the fringe spacing, so that the integrated
photocurrent is averaged to zero [34]. Another approach con-
sists in applying an additional frequency jitter to the laser
in order to reject the fringe signal [27, 35]. Making use of
a longer optical path length is a third possibility to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio of a weak absorption signal. Increas-
ing the optical path length from 4 m to 25 m would generate
an absorption of 7.8%, comparable to the value that we used
for the M line (7.5%). Larger multi-pass cells can be found;
however, their size and mass will increase as well. A conve-
nient solution to achieve a longer path length would be the use
of a hollow-core photonic crystal fibre (HC-PCF) filled with
water vapour at reduced pressure as a reference cell. Lock-
ing a near-infrared laser to an acetylene-filled HC-PCF has
been demonstrated in an all-fibre configuration [36] and first
tests we made with a HC-PCF filled with carbon dioxide at
1.57 µm are quite promising. Additional advantages offered
by a HC-PCF-based cell are in terms of volume, mass and me-
chanical stability.

The offset-locking scheme we have reported in this pa-
per is revealed to be quite robust and simple. The stability of
the offset slave laser is limited by the stability of the master
laser, at least in the MHz-precision range. This principle can
be applied in any wavelength region and the frequency offset
can be easily varied in the range 0–25 GHz by changing the
frequency of the reference local oscillator. The major limita-
tion of this technique lies in the maximum achievable offset
frequency, which is limited by the bandwidth of the fast pho-
todetector (25 GHz in the present configuration, up to 45 GHz
with a commercial fibre-pigtailed detector). However, much
larger offset frequencies can be obtained by combining the
proposed technique with an optical frequency comb (OFC).
An OFC made of tens to hundreds of equally spaced opti-
cal frequencies with several gigahertz frequency spacing can
be generated from a single-mode laser [37]. By locking one
line of the comb to a molecular absorption line, all the side-
bands of the OFC have a determined and stable frequency.
One of these lines may then be used as a master laser to offset
lock a slave laser some gigahertz away. With such a configu-
ration, offset locking of several tens or hundreds of gigahertz
can be achieved using standard electronics and photodetec-
tors with a limited bandwidth of a few gigahertz only. Re-
cently, we achieved very promising results using an all-fibre
OFC configuration in the 1.55-µm region, with an offset lock-
ing larger than 320 GHz, limited only by the spectral tuning
range of the slave laser. A single comb could even be used to
lock several lasers on a master laser, for instance the off-line,
weak-line or even medium-line lasers. Employing a stabilised
(self-referenced) mode-locked femtosecond laser and a suit-
able accurate local oscillator would even avoid the necessity
of any water-vapour reference [38].
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